


We understand that surfaces are to be lived on. A benchtop 
is not just a show piece, it’s a place of socialising, cooking 
and sharing. Here at essastone,® we celebrate the life your 
benchtop will underpin, not just the beautiful moments but 
some of the mess and spills too. 

The pinnacle of engineered stone surfaces, essastone offers 
the enduring appeal of natural quartz, a sophisticated 
European palette of designs and an exceptional 15 year 
limited warranty. Our latest designs provide the look of 
luxurious natural stone, in a range that varies from classic 
European to modern industrial style.  

Explore our new range of stylish decors and finishes and  
find a design that will make an unforgettable impression.

Benchtop in essastone Bitumen. 



key applications
The new essastone range raises the standard of product and design quality available to the Australian 

architectural and design landscape. Advanced technology and manufacturing techniques, ensure that 

essastone quartz slabs are produced to the highest standard possible. With the benefit of scratch, stain and 

chemical resistance, our surfaces are easy to care for.

essastone offers versatile designs that can be fabricated to make a range of decorative surface solutions for 

the home such as kitchen benchtops, bathroom vanities, splashbacks and tables. These décor solutions are 

also ideal for commercial projects and are available in a wide range to suit your style.

Benchtop in essastone Carrara. 



design palette

caolino*^

taupe concrete^

ecru concrete^

flint#

dolomite spur*^

white concrete^

quarry# 

limestone cape*

bitumen#

saint moritz*

crystallite*

carrara*^

nickel*

monte cervino*^

pure cloud*

silica*

chalkstone*

ashen cloud*^

nero assoluto*^

calcite*

bisque cloud*

ash concrete^

concrete pezzato+

sandstone cape*

botticino*^

zinc*

grigio pezzato*^

Our exciting new range encompasses the following four collections:

Elemental is a classic design palette that is both stylish and affordable with large sheets on offer. Luxe is our versatile collection comprised of contemporary and popular designs.

Vogue is a trend forward collection featuring leading décors and finish options. Evolve is our premium collection which showcases the latest in innovative décor designs.

*Gloss  ^Matt  +Weathered   #Igneous

All swatches here are shown at 100% scale.  

To view larger size swatch images, visit essastone.com.au

Décors are available in 20mm and 30mm thickness. 30mm thickness only available in WA and SA regions. 

fino venato*



product features

The high content of natural quartz makes essastone remarkably resilient and virtually maintenance-free.  
It’s highly stain, scratch and heat resistant. Following the care and maintenance guidelines will help you keep 
your essastone surfaces in pristine condition for years to come. essastone is manufactured using  
the patented Breton technology which is renowned worldwide.

care and maintenance
essastone quartz requires very little maintenance to keep the surface hygienic and in pristine condition  

for years. For general cleaning, a wipe with warm soapy water and a damp cloth is adequate. 

For more information on how to keep your essastone surface looking beautiful, go to essastone.com.au  

and view our Care and Maintenance brochure.

edge profiles

 #Suitable for waterfall end fabrication.  

 A wider range of edge profiles are available from your essastone fabricator to suit your design application.

pencil round arris bull nose mitre edge#

unique designs chemical  
resistant

scratch resistant stain resistant easy care consistent  
quality

Benchtop in essastone Caolino.
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essastone quartz surfaces meets NSF certification and stringent American Greenguard standards ensuring safe and clean indoor air.

To request a sample or for further information visit essastone.com.au.  For Trade Sales enquiries call 132 136. 

essastone is marketed and distributed by Laminex Group Pty Ltd ABN 98 004 093 092, trading as Laminex. The colours and finishes of the products featured  
within the imagery in this brochure are as close to essastone as photographic lighting and our printing processes allow. Different camera angles, although not 
designed to be misleading, can sometimes distort actual size and distances. essastone is no different than any other material in that darker colours will always 
show scratches and superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter colours. Please obtain a copy of the terms and conditions of the essastone 15 year 
limited warranty from essastone.com.au. This warranty is in addition to any rights that may exist under the Australian Consumer Law. essastone,® Laminex®

essastone has a network of Certified Fabricators around Australia to fabricate  
and install your new surfaces. For more information or for the location of your closest 
essastone display, call 132 136 or visit essastone.com.au

  For more inspiration join us on facebook.com/thelaminexgroupau 

Benchtop in essastone Concrete Pezzato.
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